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Abstract. We studied the relations between triplet composition of the
family of mitochondrial atp6, atp8 and atp9 genes, their function, and
taxonomy of the bearers. The points in 64-dimensional metric space cor-
responding to genes have been clustered. It was found the points are
separated into three clusters corresponding to those genes. 223 mito-
chondrial genomes have been enrolled into the database.
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1 Introduction
The problem of the interrelation of structure of nucleotide sequences, functions
encoded in them, and taxonomy of their bearers still challenges researchers. A
rapid growth of sequenced genetic data supports a progress in this problem. Yet,
it is far from a completion, and the basic reason standing behind is the complexity
of the phenomenon under consideration. Besides, one should keep in mind that
the details of the problem statement may aﬀect seriously both the answer, and
the problem itself. In particular, one should deﬁne what is function, structure,
and taxonomy, to get an exact, unambiguous and comprehensive answer on the
question.
Here we try to reveal the interrelation and contribution of each entity, i.e.
structure, function and taxonomy into their interplay and phenomenae observed
in nature. Evidently, the answer depends strongly on the exact notion of what
structure is, ﬁrst of all. Luckily, the notion of a function is signiﬁcantly less
arguable, as well as the notion of taxonomy. The point is that the diversity and
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abundance of structure identiﬁed in nucleotide sequences is great enough (see,
e.g. [1–6]), and those structure are quite diﬀerent and may not be reduce one to
another.
Everywhere below, structure is a frequency dictionary of triplets developed
over some nucleotide sequence. We shall consider two types of triplet dictionaries,
to be exact; they diﬀer in the reading frame shift t. A triplet frequency dictionary
W3 is the set of all triplets ω1 = AAA to ω64 = TTT together with their frequency
fω =
nω
N
. (1)
Here nω is the number of speciﬁc triplet ω observed over a sequence, and the
reading frame (of the length 3) moves along a sequence with the step t = 1.
Triplet frequency W 3 is developed in the way similar to W3, but for t = 3. The
deﬁnition (1) must be changed then for
fω =
nω
M
, (2)
where M is the total number of triplets counted within a sequence; obviously,
M is three times less than N , for W 3. Such frequency dictionaries have been
used to reveal the relation between structure and taxonomy, see [7–9] for details.
Further, we stipulate that there are no other symbols in genetic matter, but
ℵ = {A,C,G,T}.
We studied 223 mitochondrial genomes of ﬁve fungal division: Basidiomycota
(24 entries), Ascomycota (185 entries), Blastocladiomycota (2 entries), Chytrid-
iomycota (6 entries) and Zygomycota (6 entries) were downloaded from NCBI
GenBank. To reveal the interplay between all three issues mentioned above, we
used the genes atp6, atp8 and atp9 belonging to ATP synthase genes family.
The primary function of mitochondria is a production of energy via oxidative
phosphorylation. In general, they encode 14 conserved protein-coding electron
transport and respiratory chain complexes genes (atp6, atp8, atp9, cob, cox1,
cox2, cox3, nad1, nad2, nad3, nad4, nad4L and nad6) and have no diﬀerence in
function [10–12]. Using CLC Genomic Workbench v.10 we retrieved the annota-
tions and the sequences of three standard mitochondrial protein encoding genes
involved into the oxidative phosphorylation (these are atp6, atp8, atp9). Next,
the sequence for each gene has been prepared in two versions:
(1) gene is a sequence containing exons and introns as it is presented in a
genome, and
(2) CDS (coding DNA sequence) is a sequence free from introns, in fact, it
corresponds to a mature RNA ready for protein translation.
Besides, ATP synthase genes are quite often used for phylogeny implementation
[13–15].
As soon, as all the genes are isolated (in two versions each), the sequences
have been transformed into the frequency dictionary W3 or W 3, respectively,
with ad hoc software. Next, due to VidaExpert1 freeware the distribution of
1 http://bioinfo-out.curie.fr/projects/vidaexpert/.
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the points corresponding to genetic entities was analyzed. Transformation of
sequences into frequency dictionaries allows to implement powerful and eﬃcient
tools of up-to-date statistical analysis and multidimensional data visualization.
1.1 Clustering Techniques
Clustering is the key tool of this research; we have used K-means and elastic
map technique. K-means is well known and exhaustively described method of
clustering, hence we shall not describe the method here in detail (see [16] for
more details).
Also, the elastic map technique has been used to cluster and analyze data
distribution, in triplets frequency space. Since this method is quite new, we
describe it here in few details. To start, one must ﬁnd out the ﬁrst and the second
principal components, and develop a plane over them (as on axes); next, each
data point must be projected on this plane. Secondly, each data point must be
connected to its projection with a mathematical spring. That latter has inﬁnite
expansibility and the elasticity coeﬃcient remains permanent, for any expansion.
Thirdly, ﬁgure out the minimal square comprising all the projections, and change
it with the elastic membrane. That latter is supposed to be homogeneous, so that
it may bend and expand. Next, release the system to reach the minimum of the
total deformation energy. The elastic membrane would transform into a jammed
surface, and this is the two-dimensional manifold approximating the data set.
Fourthly, redeﬁne each point on the jammed surface through the orthogonal
projection. Finally, cut-oﬀ all the springs, so that the jammed surface comes
back to a plane. That is the elastic map representing the cluster structuredness,
if any, in the data set [17–19].
To identify clusters, we used the local density of points. That latter is deﬁned
as following. Supply each point of an elastic map (in so called inner coordinates,
when the jammed surface is already ﬂattened) with a bell-shaped function, e.g.
f(r) = A · exp
{
(r − rj)2
σ2
}
. (3)
Here rj is the coordinate vector of j-th point, and σ is an adjusting parameter
(that is a speciﬁc width of the bell-shaped function). Then the sum function
F (r) = A ·
N∑
j=1
exp
{
(r − rj)2
σ2
}
, (4)
is calculated; the function F (r) is then shown in elastic map.
2 Genes Distribution
We start from the clustering obtained due to elastic map technique and then
consider the structuredness provided by K-means classiﬁcation.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Distribution of atp genes over elastic map. atp6 is in red, atp8 is in green and
atp9 is in yellow; left is for W3 and right is for W 3 dictionaries. (Color figure online)
2.1 Elastic Map Clustering
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the genes on the soft elastic map (with 16 ×
16 grid) and elasticity coeﬃcients deﬁned by default. Also, this ﬁgure shows
the local density function, in grey scale. Figure 1(a) shows the distribution of
genes in triplet frequency space obtained for W3 dictionaries (developed for gene
sequences with introns and exons). Evidently, there are three distinct clusters in
this ﬁgure. Surprisingly, the clusters are gene speciﬁc, with a high accuracy: the
left cluster gathers mainly atp9 genes (shown in yellow), the right cluster gathers
mainly atp6 genes (shown in red) and the central one gathers mainly atp8 genes
(shown in green). Or course, there are some “escapees”: the genes that occupy
an opportunistic cluster. The key point here is that this distribution is obtained
for gene sequence (i.e. those with introns), and the reading frame shift t = 1.
Figure 1(b) shows similar distribution obtained for W 3 dictionaries, with t =
3. In fact, these transformation into a triplet frequency dictionary completely
corresponds to protein translation. There is no surprise in improved clustering
observed for these dictionaries: the number of “escapees” goes down here.
The cluster structure shown in Fig. 1 is doubtless. Local density visualization
technique makes it unambiguous. The clusters (in inner coordinates) are obvi-
ously isolated from each other. Coloring used to identify the peculiar gene type
also unambiguously proves very high coherence of a cluster identiﬁed through
triplet frequencies, and the gene type occupation. Of course, there are very few
exceptions in the occupation: some genes join an opportunistic cluster. Nonethe-
less, the greatest majority of speciﬁc genes (say, atp6) tend to occupy the cluster
that is identiﬁed through the triplet statistics, not with a functional role of a
gene.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Distribution of species over elastic map. Candida spp. are in red, Saccha-
romyces spp. are in blue and Fusarium spp. are in green; left is for W3 and right
is for W 3 dictionaries. (Color figure online)
Originally, the basic goal of our paper is to compare the impact of each
entity from a triad structure – function – taxonomy on their common interplay
pattern. To reveal the impact of each entity into this interplay, we checked the
distribution of species in the patterns obtained through the clustering of fre-
quency dictionaries W3 and W 3, respectively. Figure 2 shows such distribution,
for three most abundant genera of fungi: Candida spp., Fusarium spp. and Sac-
charomyces spp. Again, Fig. 2(a) shows the distribution of W3 triplet frequency
dictionaries, and Fig. 2(b) shows the distribution of W 3. Evidently, these three
most abundant species are spread among the clusters rather equally; one may
expect that other species are spread in similar manner, with obvious constraint
coming from the ﬁnite (and small) number of some species comprising a genus.
2.2 K-means and Structure-Function Interplay
In Sect. 2.1, a direct evidence of the prevalence of function over the taxonomy is
shown, for ATP synthase genes family of fungi mitochondria. Here we consider
and analyze the structuredness obtained in the set of point corresponding to
triplet frequency dictionaries due to K-means.
For each database (i.e. that one with W3 dictionaries, and that one with W 3
dictionaries) a classiﬁcation through K-means has been developed; we imple-
mented the classiﬁcation for K = 2, K = 3, K = 4 and K = 5. Two issues
must be kept in mind here: the former is stability of classiﬁcation, and the latter
is separability of classes. The ﬁrst problem is immanent for K-means. Since a
classiﬁcation starts from a random allocation of the points into K classes, then
there is no guarantee of the identity of the ﬁnal conﬁguration: it might change,
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for diﬀerent runs of the procedure. So, the idea of stability is to check whether a
desirable number of runs converge to the same conﬁguration, or not. If yes, then
the classiﬁcation is stable, otherwise it is unstable.
Unlike the elastic map technique, K-means does not yield the “natural”
number of classes2; a researcher has to ﬁx it at his own. On the other hand, one
can develop a classiﬁcation for various number of classes, and trace the transfer
of elements of the classes, as they number grow up. This transfer is of special
interest. We have developed the classiﬁcations for 2 ≤ K ≤ 5 with K-means, for
two issues: the former is taxonomy, and the latter is function.
Let us consider this point in detail. First, we consider the results of K-
means implementation in terms of taxonomy. Figure 3 shows this series of four
classiﬁcations as a layered graph; the classes are the nodes, and arrows are the
edges. The edges indicate the transfer of the elements from a class to “younger”
one (i.e., the transfer observed in two classiﬁcations with K-means and K + 1-
means). Complete layered graph is deﬁned rather apparently: that is the layered
graph where each node in K-th layer is connected to all nodes in K +1-th layer.
In such capacity, the graph shown in Fig. 3 is almost complete: it has 25 edges,
while the complete one must have 38 ones. In other words, the graph shown in
this ﬁgure is far from a tree.
Figure 4 shows the graph observed for genes distribution. At the ﬁrst glance,
it looks pretty similar to that one shown in Fig. 3: it also has 22 edges (cf. to
28 in the graph shown in Fig. 3). Basic diﬀerence of that former consists in the
abundances of objects (genes, in our case) and their preferences when transferred
from node to node. This point is outlined with bold colored arrows connecting the
speciﬁc nodes that comprise the genes with high predominance. The subgraph
comprising the nodes and edges with high predominance of the genes makes a
tree.
The composition of species in the graph shown in Fig. 3 is rather uniform:
one can found any family in each node of the graph; in other words, the species
tend to distribute themselves over the classes almost equally, so that no order
or structuredness might be found. The pattern shown in Fig. 4 is drastically
diﬀerent; ﬁrst of all, there are two isolated leaves in the graph. These are the
classes with unique incident edge each, observed for K = 5; the former comprises
atp8 genes (169 entries), and the latter comprises atp9 genes (86 entries). It
should be stressed that atp8 genes diﬀer, to some extent, from other ones, in this
pattern: they are always comprised into a single cluster, for all 2 ≤ K ≤ 5. The
clusters enlisting atp8 genes also contain atp6 genes, for 2 ≤ K ≤ 4. Evidently,
the genes atp6 exhibits quite similar behaviour to atp8 genes: they tend to occupy
the same cluster and split into two separated clusters only for K = 5, when atp8
comprise the isolated leaf in the graph, and atp6 comprise the cluster slightly
deteriorated with other genes (14 entries of atp8 and 5 entries of atp9).
The family of atp9 genes is the only one tending to occupy a separate cluster,
regardless the clustering technique used to identify the clusters. Such solidity
2 An advanced version of K-means yields the maximal number of distinguishable
classes, see Sect. 3.
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Fig. 3. Transfer of the elements in a series of K-means classifications, 2 ≤ K ≤ 5, for
species distribution under classification with W3 dictionaries.
remains even for a splitting of a cluster, as K exceeds 3. Indeed, a single cluster
comprising3 the genes of atp9 family splits into two clusters of approximately
equal abundance, for K = 4 and K = 5. Still, there is no signiﬁcant presence of
the genes of other families in these two individual clusters.
3 With respect to a minor deterioration by other genes.
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Fig. 4. Transfer of the elements in a series of K-means classifications, 2 ≤ K ≤ 5,
for genes distribution under classification with W3 dictionaries developed over CDS.
(Color figure online)
Let now consider in more detail the composition of two clusters comprising
atp9 genes, as K = 4 (see Fig. 4). We examined the composition of these two
clusters. It was found that all ﬁve divisions are splitted out between these two
clusters almost homogeneously: the abundances of each speciﬁc division in a
cluster is approximately proportional to the total abundance of this division in
dataset. On the contrary, the genera are not split between these two clusters: it
means that two genera belonging to the same division may occupy opportunistic
clusters while the species belonging to a genus are mainly found in the same
cluster, with a single exclusion. Candida santjacobensis is the only species found
in the cluster comprising atp9 genes, only. All other genes of this genus (32
species) occupy the opportunistic cluster.
3 Discussion
Here we examined the mutual impact of three basic genetic entities (these are
structure, function and taxonomy) on the pattern of their interplay. To do that,
we created a database comprising the ATP synthase genes of fungal mitochon-
dria, namely, atp6 genes. The genes were then converted into triplet frequency
dictionaries, so that each gene is now represented as a point in 64-dimensional
Euclidean space where the triplet frequencies are the coordinates. Then we
checked whether an inner structuredness could be found in the set of such points,
and the answer was positive. We have found that there exist three clusters identi-
ﬁed with non-linear statistics (called elastic map technique); besides, other type
of structuredness has been found through the implementation of linear classiﬁ-
cation technique (K-means).
At the next step, we examined all the clusters in terms of
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(i) species composition, and
(ii) genes composition of each cluster.
The composition of the clusters has been checked regardless the identiﬁcation
technique used to ﬁgure them out.
Strong prevalence of gene (i.e. structure) in the cluster formation has been
found, for all the clusters developed due to various clustering techniques; see
Figs. 1 through 4. Such predominance is not self-evident, in advance. For exam-
ple, paper [7] unambiguously proves the strong prevalence of taxonomy over the
function, when studied over the entire mitochondrial genomes. One may expect
that genes are stronger that taxonomy, while it is not evident in advance, for
sure. The predominance of genes impact proves the superiority of function over
taxonomy, in pattern formation within the triad structure – function – taxon-
omy. Nonetheless, this is not an ultimate proof; there are few questions to be
answered to get a ﬁnal evidence of the predominance mentioned above; let them
list here:
(i) class (or clusters) distinguishability,
(ii) implementation of other metrics that Euclidean one,
(iii) stability of classiﬁcation obtained with K-means, and
(iv) indexing of a database used to reveal the interplay, in terms of various taxa
occurrence.
All these questions are rather technical than essential. Meanwhile, there are some
more questions with hard biology standing behind.
3.1 CDS, W 3 and Dimension Reduction
Previously, we presented structuredness observed in fungi mitochondrial ATP
synthase genes through K-means implementation to classify triplet frequency
dictionaries W 3 developed over CDS of those genes. In fact, CDS is equivalent
to mature RNA ready for translation; reciprocally, W 3 frequency dictionary is
the dictionary of the codons, not just common triplets, i.e. it contains the triplet
occupying the positions corresponding to the reading frame at the translation
process.
This fact allows to classify or cluster the genes in other space, with less
dimension. Indeed, one can easily change the codon frequencies into the fre-
quencies of corresponding amino acid residues. Since W 3 comprises the codons,
not the triplets, then the frequency of an amino acid residue is just the sum of
the frequencies of all synonymous codons. This apparent and clear transforma-
tion results in the change of 64-dimensional Euclidean space for 21-dimensional
one, where the frequencies of amino acid residues (plus Stop signal) are the
coordinates.
3.2 Gene Family Selection
We have carried out the study of the mutual interplay of taxonomy, function and
structure on the basis of ATP synthase genes of fungi mitochondria. Meanwhile,
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it may take sense to extend the set of genes incorporated into a study: in par-
ticular, the oxidative phosphorylation involves the proteins encoded with some
other genes, but atp family. Thus, an inclusion of the genes (nad1, nad2, nad3,
nad4, nad4L, nad5, nad6, cob, cox1, cox2, cox3 and cob) both all together in
isolated groups may bring a lot of new knowledge towards the relation within
the triad gene structure, function and taxonomy.
3.3 Genome Selection
Similar reasoning as that one discussed in the above subsection addresses the
choice of genomes to be considered for the analysis of the interplay in triad struc-
ture – function – taxonomy. There is no guarantee that the pattern with high
prevalence of structure over taxonomy is observed always, regardless a genetic
matter taken into consideration. Obviously, mitochondrion genomes are very
good object for such kind of study: they are extremely homogeneous in the func-
tion encoded in it, the have a single chromosome, and are very well studied.
Anyway, a universality of the observation done over these genomes must be ver-
iﬁed through the examination of other genomes. Chloroplasts seem to be the
second to none, in such capacity, for the same reasons: a single chromosome,
perfect conservation of functions, good quality of sequencing and annotation.
Yet, a study of organella genomes may not be an ultimate proof of the pattern
presented above. Some other genetic system must be involved into consideration,
to approve it. All these issues fall beyond the scope of this paper and should be
done in due time.
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